
Wooden Puri Jagannath Temple
6.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01332
Price: ₹2,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Jagannath Idol, Hindu Statues
Tags: jagannath baladev subhadra statue, Puri
Jagannath Dham Statue, Puri Jagannath Temple,
wooden jagannath temple

Product Description

There’s something so special about having a one-off or limited edition piece of
original art in our home. Knowing the meaning behind a piece or about the artist
adds to the unique story of our homes the wooden Puri Jagannath temple is the best
piece to invest in art. Material: Wood  Dimension(HWL): 6.5 x 2 x 4 inch Height:  6.5 inch
Position:  Sitting Exposition of the Lord of Puri temple:

The sculpture represented here is a replica of the Puri Jagannath temple.
The idols have been carved out of a wooden stump and brightly painted. He is not shown
in human form, unlike other Hindu deities.
His face is seen merging with the chest. Two huge symmetric circular eyes with no eyelids
and two additional stumps on either side serve as the hands of the Lord.
The legs, neck, and ears of the deity are not depicted in the idol.
The design of the temple above is made in such a creative way, that you can open and
close the door fit to it.

About Puri Jagannath temple significance:

The supreme god of puri Lord Jagannath along with his elder brother and sister Lord
Balabhadra and Goddess Subhadra.
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Jagannath is known to be the incarnation of Lord Vishnu or by some people, an avatar of
Lord Krishna.
His name is a mixture of two words, 'Jagan' meaning world and 'Nath' meaning Lord.
Lord Jagannath, his brother Lord Baladeva, and little sister Subhadra Devi are worshipped
reverentially.
According to folklore, Indradyumna was a king and avid worshiper of  Lord Vishnu. One
night the king napped he saw God Jagannath in his dream.
 He also listened to the voice of Lord Jagannath about an aromatic tree who ordered him to
make icons from this tree. So the king made the models of God Jagannath, Balbhadra &
Subhadra along with these idols he also made the Sudarshan Chakra.
Puri is the fourth and last voyage among the Char Dham.

Embellish your home with the  wooden Puri Jagannath temple:

The display cabinet is an interesting place to create balance in your deco.
So often when decorating, we focus on what’s on the floor and neglect our walls so go into
displaying the sculpt on a fixed bracket shelf.
They can be a decor piece in their own right on a tabletop or the center of the coffee table.
 There’s no better way to get a bang for your buck than simply switching over your built-in
shelf to showcase your masterpiece.
Free standing shelve and portable shelves are the easiest ways to insert for a more luxe
look.
Use one with a bold color or pattern, they can be like art for a room themselves.
These can look fabulous as a stand-alone item or work into a styled arrangement
beautifully when placed on a console or a sideboard in the entryway or foyer of the home.
A fabulous gifting idea to present to your dear one.

Blessings of Jagannatha Baldev Subhadra: 

Fo immense prosperity and wealth.
It creates a  tremendous peaceable environment.
Chances of your winning legal cases get enhanced.
 Fulfills all wants and desires of the worshiper.

How to upkeep wooden idols:

Each material needs different cleaning procedures. In the case of wooden sculptures,
cleaning is different from other materials.
Buff the statue with a dry tea towel. It will remove the dust and debris. Wiping can
eliminate loose dirt. You can use a hand vacuum to suck out the residues.
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Follow the process from time to time or as per your convenience.

Soapstone Mini Lakshmi Sitting
on Narasimha's Lap Idol 2.5 in
Read More
SKU: 01183
Price: ₹8,000.00 Original price was: ₹8,000.00.₹
6,000.00Current price is: ₹6,000.00. inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Narasimha Statue, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Car Dashboard Accessories, Car Dashboard Idols
, Car Dashboard Statues, Dashboard Idols

Product Description

Looking for something that fits well with even a minute of your decor space then the Mini Laxmi
Sitting On Laxmi Idol (2.5 inch) is a perfect and pocket-friendly option to meld with a variety of
décor styles. Material: Pink Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 2.4 x 1.5 x 1 inch Position: Sitting
Statue  Alluring statue of Lord Narasimha:

The above statue is seen Lord Narasimha sitting on a beautiful lotus pedestal, while
Goddess Laxmi is seen sitting on his lap.
The statue is made from Pink stone, with a lustrous finish.
The statue is carved in half man-half lion semblance. Holding a conch and Chakra in the
upper right and left hands. The lower two gestured in Varada mudra and Abhay mudra.
The sculpture is made by the craftsman of Odisha, where stone carving is globally popular
for its intricate carving.

Apropos Lord Narsimha:

Laxmi Nrusingha is the fourth incarnation of Lord Vishnu.
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According to Hindu mythology and scriptures, Laxmi Nrusingha represents Lord
Jagannatha.
Lord Vishnu took this Avatar in Satya Yuga, to destroy the wicked, protect people from
cruelty and establish Dharma.

Few suggestions and directions while  placing :

It is favorable to install the stone sculptures in the north or northeast corner, facing him to
the east.
The statute can perfectly fit in your tiny decor space like cabin, showcase, the cupboard of
the living room, and office.
You can place it on the temple of your home and office, dashboard of your car.
A pleasant present to gift your dear one on their special occasion.

Advantages of keeping the divine statue:

Lord Narsimha bestow his devotees with wealth and success.
Very helpful to ward off the negative impacts from planets.
Narsimha is primarily known as the great protector who defends and protects his devotee
from evil forces.

How to take care of the  decorative stone:

The minute decorative stone is made from Pink stone.
The main advantage of Pink soapstone is its quality of non-porous and durability.
For cleaning wipe the statue with a piece of cloth over the surface.
Keep dusting it every alternate day, to ward off the dust from the surface of the stone
sculptures.
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Soapstone Sitting Mini Hanuman
Statue Ashirvad Mudra 1.8 in
Read More
SKU: 01178
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Car Dashboard Accessories, Car Dashboard Idols
, Car Dashboard Statues, Dashboard Idols, Hanuman
Idol

Product Description

Looking for something to fit into your car dashboard or any tiny space of the home,
then sitting mini hanuman statue in Ashirwad mudra will be a charming option to
buy for. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  1.8 x 1.4 x 0.4 inch Position:
Sitting Description of the beautiful stone statuette: 

The statuette is seen sitting in Padmasana, posing in Abhay Mudra with one hand while
carrying his mace with another on a fully blossomed lotus pedestal.
The adorable statuette is made by the skilled artificer of Odisha where stone carving is
widely famous for its intricate design.

Hanuman: The son of air

Lord Hanuman is an incarnation of Lord Shiva.
The name Hanuman in Sanskrit means "Disfigured jaw".
Lord Hanuman represents strength, devotion, and perseverance.
Lord Hanuman is always seen beneath the feet of Lord Rama in almost all shrines of Lord
Rama.
Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated twice a year one in Chaitra Shukla paksha in the southern
Part and Krushna paksha in the Northern parts of India.
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Placement ideas for the stone sculptures :

The idol of Lord Hanuman should be placed in the south direction of home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple of your home or office.
The tiny decor space of your bookcase, cabin, or cupboard will be a promising option to
keep the statue.
You can place it on the dashboard of your car, study table, or office and reception desk.
Gift your loved ones this adorable statuette.

Benefits of keeping the Godly statue:

 As the Lord himself symbolizes health and power, worshipping him gives you innumerable
boons and blessings.
He keeps the atrocious effect away from his devotees.
His blessings help you to excel in exams.
To overcome complexity in life he removes all the darkness and leads the way to the
righteous path.

Instruction  for dusting the stone sculptures:

The statue is made from resilient material like soapstone.
Soapstones are non-porous and shatter-proof of nature.
For the cleaning, take a soft cloth and wipe down the surface of the statue.
Keep dusting it occasionally, to keep the dirt away from the stone sculptures.
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Wooden Lord Jagannath Temple
With Blue Yellow Doors
Read More
SKU: 01000
Price: ₹800.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hindu Statues, Jagannath Idol
Tags: wooden handicrafts, wooden jagannath temple

Product Description

Soapstone ISKON Gaura Nitai
Statue 4 in
Read More
SKU: 00957
Price: ₹8,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Krishna Statues, Hindu Statues,
Jagannath Idol, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description
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Soapstone Carving Turtle Statue
4 in
Read More
SKU: 00955
Price: ₹5,600.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

This miniature turtle statue is a true work of art (stone carving), a fine and charming
pinkish provides a lighter take on an impressive visual impression. Material:
Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  4.5 x 3 x 1 inch Statue Type: Animal sculpture
Weight: 0.220 kg A cute description of the cutesy statue:

The statue here is of a cute turtle carved from Soapstone material.
The key factor of this cutesy sculpture is the engraving of Lord Ganesha on his back.
The carapace of the turtle has a delightful engraving of decorative lotus petals and designs
which make the sculpture bewitching.
A brilliant hand job was done by the skilled artisans of Odisha with such a small piece of
stone.

Possibilities where you can place the decorative stone statue:

The stone turtle should be kept in the front door, on the west side.
While style your living, dining, and study the built-in shelve adds interest to your sculpture.
Place it on the middle of your coffee table to draw the eyes of your guest.
A single figure placed on a shelf beside a glass cabinet, or corner shelf will be a beautiful
display all by itself.
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Placing the beautiful sculpture near a bonsai or an aquarium on your reception desk or
mantle will grab the eyes.
Introduce a small console table on the entryway or foyer with the statuette with some
other natural artifacts.
 Exhibit it near a  metal leaf indoor fountain and water fall tabletop fountain can elevate
the look of the sculpture.

Wonderful benefits of having a turtle at home and office:

Keeping a turtle in the south or west of your house will be beneficial to get rid of any
Vaastu-related Dosha.
Keeping a turtle at home/shop or office will invite growth and success.
Put a turtle on your office table, your promotion won't get late anymore.

Don't let the beauty of the decorative stone fade away with our following tips:

Sculptures and statues collect dust and dirt over time, which leads to the beauty of the
decorative stone disappearing.
But with a simple effortless dusting would bring its charm back.
For this use a small paintbrush and dust over the surface, and the intricately detailed area
where chances of loose dust are higher.
 Don't be stressed out to get the cleaning done, every month two or three times only
giving your precious time to the stone will be enough.
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Soapstone Erotic Kamasutra
Statue 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00954
Price: ₹13,440.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Khajuraho Sculpture, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Erotic Statue Kamasutra Style 5
in
Read More
SKU: 00950
Price: ₹11,200.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Khajuraho Sculpture, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
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Khajuraho Style Kamasutra
Statue 4 in
Read More
SKU: 00949
Price: ₹8,960.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hindu Statues, Khajuraho Sculpture,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Pink Marble Soapstone
Kamasutra Statue 4 in
Read More
SKU: 00946
Price: ₹8,960.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Khajuraho Sculpture, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
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Soapstone Kamasutra Statue 3
in
Read More
SKU: 00940
Price: ₹6,720.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Khajuraho Sculpture, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Hanuman Holding Hill
Soapstone Statue 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00937
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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Thanks to CRAFTS ODISHA for bringing the smooth and sculptural appeal of
Hanuman holding hill statue while maintaining a sleek and gentle piece of visual
interest.   Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  6.2 x 3.2 x 1.8 inch
Position: StandingA minutia of the home statue decor:

The comely standing statue of Lord Hanuman is seen stepping a hilltop plinth.
Bravely lifting his mace with his right hand while a mountain in the left.
The carving is forged by the skilled artisans of Odisha where stone engraving is widely
popular for its complex designs.

Hanuman: Power of divinity, courage, and bravery

It is considered that he is the 11th Avatar of Lord Shiva.
When Laxman(younger brother of Lord Rama) was fell unconscious, near-death by an
arrow from Ravana's son Meghanada, the only needed herb that could save his life was
found in that Parvat as suggested by physician Sushena.
Lord Hanuman is not able to pick the exact herb, so he brought back the entire hill to
Lanka.
The physician identifies the right herb and uses it successfully to revive Laxman back to
life.

 Enrich the look of your cozy living room area: some ideas

Following Vaastu, the south zone is an excellent place to lay the sacred statue.
Setting up the godly statue on the console, sideboard, or cupboard will be a charismatic
idea of decor.
A blissful option to present on birthday, anniversaries, or house warming ceremony of your
dear one.

Some rosy and propitious reasons to keep the sanctified image:

Lord Hanuman is the symbol of health and power. His blessings help to deal with health-
related issues.
He keeps all the ill planetary effects away from his devotee's life and the negative aura of
Lord Shani.
Devotees attain success and evade troubles.

Know-how to keep the statue dirt-free:

The concentrated and weather-proof nature of Soapstone does not require much attention
for cleaning.
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Scour the state with the help of a soft cloth, but don't rub it hard.
Cleaning should be done once in a while to keep the dirt away from the home statue décor.

Panchamukhi Soapstone
Hanuman Idol 4 in
Read More
SKU: 00932
Price: ₹5,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Give artistic flavor to your living room and make your statement; The timeless
design of the Panchamukhi Hanuman Idol can withstand the ages. Material:
Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  4 x 3 x 1 inch Position: Sitting  Depiction about
the stone sculptures:

The statuette is seen genuflecting on a lotus base.
The statuette has five faces in all five directions (East, South, West, North, and Atop) with
10 hands adorned with many weapons like a battle-ax, disk, mace, trident, and sword.
The miniature is carved by the skillful artificer of Odisha where stone engraving is widely
famous for its intricate carving.

Hanuman: The Chiranjivi (Immortal)

The five-faced of Avatar of Lord Hanuman is those of a lion, eagle, horse, monkey, and
Varaha.
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All the five heads are that of Hayagriva(atop), Narsimha(south), Hanuman(East),
Varaha(North), and Garuda(West).
This form arose when he went to Patal Lok to kill demon Ahiravana when he kidnaped Lord 
Rama & Laxmana. The demon's soul rested in five candles and the only way to destroy him
was by extinguishing all the five candles at the same time; this is when he manifested his
Pancha Mukhi look.

Some ideas and directions for the stone sculptures:

The Pancha Mukhi Hanuman Idol should be placed in the southwest direction of your home
or office.
You can also use it in worship in the temple of your home, or office.
You can place it on the dashboard of your car, cabin, cupboard, or your study and
reception desk.
A precious gifting option for your loved one on the occasion of birthday, home warming, or
marriage anniversary.

Every face has its benefits, explained below:

Lord Hanuman: He faces eastward, Hanuman helps one to get rid of one's sins and
bestows peace and happiness.
Lord Narasimha: He faces south, removes fear, and showered victory on the devotee.
Lord Garuda: Facing the west, offers protection from negative influences, black magic,
etc.
Lord Varaha: removes ill effects of planets, and bestows wealth and prosperity.
Lord Hayagriva: Blesses one knowledge, progeny, and liberation.

Techniques of taking care of the sculpture:

Soapstone is a non-porous and shatter-proof material which makes it more durable.
Grab a soft cloth and wipe the surface of the sculpt but don't get harsh on it.
Keep dusting it every so often to keep the dust away from the stone sculptures.
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Soapstone Namaste Hanuman
Statue 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00930
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

A gorgeous statement piece by CRAFTS ODISHA which is impossible to take your
eyes off. The 6 inch Hanuman Namaste statue with sparkle and precision provides
astonishing home decor vibes. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  6 x 3
x 1 inch Position: SittingDescription of the stone sculptures:

The statue is seen genuflecting on a lotus pedestal with folded hands.
Lord Hanuman is always seen with his weapon Mace alongside, like the sculpt above.
The soothing statue is made by the artisans of Odisha where stone engraving is widely
famous for its intricate carving.

Hanuman: The ardent devotee of Lord Rama

He is perceived to be an incarnation of Lord Shiva.
In Sanskrit "Hanu" means Jaw, and "Man" means disfigured, so Hanuman means with
"Disfigured jaw".
Lord Hanuman is the personification of unshakable faith and devotion for Lord Rama, for
which he is always seen below the feet of Lord Rama in all temples of Lord Rama.
Every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of Chaitra, his birth anniversary is
celebrated.
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Some ideas for the placement of the stone sculptures :

The idol should always be placed in the south zone of the home or office.
It will be very auspicious to worship the idol in the temple of your home or office.
Place him on the top of the console, sideboard for a decorative aesthetic.
You can also place it on the study desk of your study room or your reception desk office.
You can gift your loved ones at their special event.

Reap some benefits of keeping the sacred statue :

Those who want to attain, energy, knowledge, and braveness, will be beneficial to keep the
sacred statue.
Lord Hanuman cures all sick results of planet Saturn.
His blessings help one to excel and succeed in life.
To conquer any complexity in life, Lord Hanuman removes all the darkness and guides
through the righteous path in one's life.

Ways to clean the stone sculptures:

The statue is built from durable materials like Pink stone.
Pink stones are non-porous and indestructible.
To cleanse the statue, take a soft cloth and wipe the surface.
Keep dusting it every so often to keep the dirt away from the stone sculptures.

Soapstone Hanuman Holding
Parvat Statue 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00928
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
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Product Description

A true work of art from the skilled artisans of CRAFTS ODISHA the "Hanuman holding
Parvat statue" which is hard to put a price tag on the designer's status. Material:
Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  6 x 3.5 x 2 inch Position: StandingLet's go into the
detail of the decorative stone:

The bonny statue of Lord Hanuman is seen standing on a bulged substructure.
Lifting his mace with his left hand while a mountain with his right.
The effigy is made by the craftsman of Odisha where stone carving is widely famous for its
involute designs.

Hanuman: The ocean of virtues

He is the incarnation of Lord Shiva, with tremendous physical and spiritual strength.
When Laxman(younger brother of Lord Rama) was severely wounded while fighting against
Ravana's son Indrajit, the only needed herb that could save his life was found in that
Parvat.
So, Lord Hanuman lifted the entire mountain (Gandhamardhan) and carried it to Lanka as
he is not able to recognize the right herb.
The physician identifies the right herb and uses it successfully to redeem Laxman back to
life.

 Placement suggestions to prettify your living room:

According to Vaastu, the south zone is the recommended place to keep the idol.
You can festoon your home or office by keeping the statuette on the console, sideboard, or
cupboard.
It will prove to be a perfect gifting option on a birthday, anniversaries, or house warming
ceremony of your dear one.

Attain the godly benefits by keeping the decorative stone:

 Lord Hanuman is the solution to all problems in one's life, like problems in career, health,
marriage, his blessings give quick recovery from it.
He removes the fear of enemies and confers victory.
Also drives away negative energies, black magic, and ill effects of planets.

Clean up method:

Soapstone is a non-porous and weather-resistant material.
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Wipe the surface with a piece of cloth or brush, go smooth while cleaning.
Keep dusting it once in a while to keep the dirt away from the decorative stone.

Soapstone Standing Hanuman
Holding Hill Statue 12 in
Read More
SKU: 00919
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Why settle for an ordinary one when you can complete your decor with a functional
work of art. The "1 ft Hanuman holding hill statue" of CRAFTS ODISHA gives your
decor a glossy and sophisticated touch. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone
Dimension(HWL):  12 x 7 x 3 inch Height: 1 ft (approx.) Position: StandingLet's take a
glimpse of the  decorative stone with description:

The glossy statue of Lord Hanuman is seen standing on a lotus foundation.
Lifting his mace with his right hand, while a mountain with his left.
The sinuous sculpt is built by the artisans of Odisha where stone carving is widely famous
for its catchy designs.

Hanuman: The embodiment of service and devotion

An incarnation of Lord Shiva, he has massive physical and spiritual strength.
When Laxman(the younger brother of Lord Rama) was badly wounded in a battle against
Ravana's son Indrajit, the only life-saving herb is Sanjivani that could heal him was found
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in Dronagiri Parvat.
So, Lord Hanuman pulled it out from the ground and lifted it (Drona Giri), he then flew with
the mountain back to Lanka as he is not able to recognize the right herb.
The physician then picked the right herb and gave it to Laxmana.

A suggestion to titivate your embellishment:

As per Vaastu, the south zone is the best place to keep the sacred sculpture.
Bedeck your home or office by placing it on the console, sideboard, temple.
You must consider it for gifting on the birthday, anniversaries, and house warming
ceremonies of your loved ones.

Some saintly boon one may get by keeping the decorative stone:

Lord hanuman eradicates all sins and troubles from his devotee's life.
It is believed that all 9 planets are in the tail of Lord Hanuman, so devotees are free from
all ill effects of planets.
Beneficial for all success in business, career, health and protects from enemies.

Method to neaten it up:

The non-porous and weather-proof nature of soapstone makes it easier for cleaning.
With just a piece of cloth go smoothly over the surface and wipe down the sculpture.
Keep dusting it on alternative days to keep the dirt away from the decorative stone.
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Soapstone Sitting Left Trunk
Ganesha Statue
Read More
SKU: 00800
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: crafts odisha, ganesh murti, ganesha idol,
ganesha murti, handicrafts, home décor, interior
design, soap stone statues

Product Description

Soapstone Ganehsa Statue on
Flower Pandal
Read More
SKU: 00802
Price: ₹12,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: crafts odisha, ganesh murti, ganesha idol,
ganesha murti, handicrafts, home décor, interior
design, soap stone statues

Product Description
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Soapstone Tribal Jagannath
Deities 4 in
Read More
SKU: 00720
Price: ₹4,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Jagannath Idol, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: jagannath baladev subhadra statue, jagannath
idols, statue for puja, stone idols, stone jagannath

Product Description

Dancing apsara holding dholak
sandstone statue 29 inch
Read More
SKU: 00600
Price: ₹30,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description
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The exquisitely crafted design of the Dancing Asara holding dholak statue of 2.5 ft is a beautiful
stand-alone display. The wide base for better stability and smooth curves is a sculptural appeal
to capture the eye far across the distance. Material: Sandstone / Khondalite Stone Statue
Height: 2.5 ft Dimension(HWL): 29 x 14 x 8 inch Position: Dancing Features of the
mesmerizing stone sculptures:

The enthrall statue of apsara is seen dancing on a two-layer lotus pedestal, playing a
dholak.
If you look at her expression she is seen, fully lost in the sound of the drum and dancing
with all one's heart.
The beads of armlet, bangles, earrings, necklaces, head jewelry, anklets are finely
engraved on her body beautifully.
The soothing aspect of the stone sculptures is chiseled so creatively by the brilliant
artisans of Odisha where stone carving is a major handicraft among all.

Apsara: The embodiment of beauty and skilled artists

In many Hindu mythology and scriptures Apsara has many significant roles. Like Rambha,
Menaka, Urvashi, are a few exemplary names you must have heard of.
They are said to have emerged from the churning of the milk ocean.
Usually, Gandharvas are their husbands, together they live in the palace of Lord Indra.
Not only they are queens of beauty, but also they are exceptionally good at dancing and
skill of singing.

Where and how to keep stone sculptures of Apsara:

Consider making it used in your interior design of the hotel, restaurant, palace, and home.
Installing it on each side of your entrance of the home, restaurant, marriage hall, and hotel
will make your first impression amazingly good.
Place the stone sculpture in your garden, park, and landscaping to give it a classic touch.
You can also place the outdoor stone statue beside the artificial water body, fountain, and
swimming pool, etc. for a more soothing look.

Few advantages of placing the outdoor stone statue of beautiful Apsara:

Under Vaastu, the east and Northeast zone distribute the zone of happiness and
refreshment, so keeping it in the specified zone, will attract joy and happiness into your
life.
Artists associated with singing and dancing are recommended to keep the statue west and
the Southwest zone will be very beneficial.
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Always face the stone sculptures outward at the entrance of your home, which will attract
positive energy inside your home.
This statue has so much soothing and positive energy to calm your soul and mind.

Tips to follow while taking care of the outdoor sandstone statue:

The profound stone statue is made of Sandstone, it is the most durable material for
outdoor embellishment.
The chief advantage of Sandstone is that it is a  weatherproof material.
You can clean the statue using a piece of dry cloth and broom over the surface.
The dusting should be done periodically to keep the dirt away from the stone sculptures.

Sandstone dancing apsara
playing munjeera statue 30 inch
Read More
SKU: 00598
Price: ₹30,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description
Here the sandstone dancing apsara is presented playing a munjeera with both hands in graceful
tribhanga form with peaceful facial expression. Apsaras are the beautiful maidens of the
courtyard Lord Indra. The definition of perfection and beauty, the persona of elegance and
grace. The Apsaras are the wife of the Gandharvas and are seductive. This beautiful sand stone
Apsara sculpture is meant for the beautification of the house and office.  This stone sculpture
can also be used for garden decoration.
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Standing Hanuman black stone
statue 20.1 inch
Read More
SKU: 00462
Price: ₹45,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Hanuman is said to be the form of lord Shiva, he was born with the blessing of wind god,
Pawan Dev into the monkey king Keshari and his wife Anjana. Lord Hanuman is depicted as a
symbol of nationalism and resistance to persecution. He is idealized as a great combination of
"strength, heroic initiative and assertive excellence" and "loving, emotional attachment and
immeasurable devotion to his god Rama" the seventh incarnation of lord Vishnu in Treta yug.
He is a perfect combination of power and devotion (Shakti and Bhakti). Here the lord is carved
out from soapstone beautifully with precision. The lord is presented standing with his one hand
raised to bless the world and other holding his weapon, gadda. He proves that beauty comes
from within and is not a matter of appearance. So bring this statue to decorate in your house or
office to feel protected under the lord.
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Sitting granite stone vastu
Ganesha statue 12 inch
Read More
SKU: 00445
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
This black granite stone Statuette carved out in a very precise and beautiful manner with
perfection to embrace your garden or entrance of your house. Lord Ganesha is an elephant
head deity with a human body. In this statue his trunk is facing towards the right to his Sweets,
in this form he is called the Siddhi-vinayak who fulfills the wishes of those who worship him with
devotion and dedication. He is depicted holding ankusha and passa in other two hands and the
last hand blessing his devotees. His large elephant head is the ocean of immeasurable
knowledge, and his pot belly is depiction of digest the good and bad of life. He has one tusk and
other broken tusk symbolizes his sacrifice. The lord is the embodiment of success, good health,
knowledge and prosperity, so what are you waiting for bring this statue home for quicker
results.
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Ganesha holding Shiva Lingam
inside sea shell
Read More
SKU: 00247
Price: ₹5,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the Siddhi-vinayak who removes all obstacles and bestows with boons and
success. In this statue the lord is presented in a very attractive manner inside a conch shell
holding a shivling. Shivling is a presentation of Lord Shiv in an oval form. This beautiful statue is
an unique piece of artwork which can leave anyone speechless with the exquisite thought and
handwork of the craftsmen. This masterpiece is carved out of pink soapstone which is quite soft
and delicate. This statuette is not just a bright example of fine artwork in Odisha but also
depicts the love of a son and father in a beautiful manner. So bring this statue home to enjoy
the good results as well as the beauty of the statue. It is just one click away, so grab it before it
goes out of stock.
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